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Abstract. This paper presents and discusses the results produced by
the Ldoa system for the 2011 Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative
(OAEI). This method is based on the exploitation of an external resource through Linked Data. These data represent a wealth at the level
of the Web. Indeed, it brings more semantics through relations that they
maintain. The proposed alignment method Ldoa exploits terminological
measures for concepts matching, topological measure for the exploration
of structures as well as a semantic approach based on Linked Data.

1

Presentation of the system

Ontology alignment is a major process which contributes to the foundation of semantic Web, by facilitating the reconciliation of resources described by diﬀerent
ontologies. It can be deﬁned as a production of a set of correspondences between
the entities of two given ontologies. This process can be seen as a solution of
the data heterogeneousness in the semantic Web, by allowing their interoperability. Indeed, a multitude of alignment methods appeared. These methods can
be classiﬁed according to their approaches and strategies. Certain methods are
based on lexical and linguistic treatments [1]. While other methods, qualiﬁed
as hybrids, besides the lexical treatments, they rely the structural study of the
ontologies to be aligned [2]. Nevertheless, this operation uses in certain cases
external resources [3]. They serve to complete the classic techniques of matching, which exploit the structure or the wealth of the ontologies representative
language. With the emergence of Linked Data [4], Web of Data is growing and
realizes an important development. In classic Web, connections are anchors of
relations linking HTML documents. On the other hand, Linked Data establish
links between arbitrary objects. These connections exceed the borders of the
HTML documents, by gathering and describing all the data of the Web according to the RDF (Resource Description Framework) formalism. Indeed, it is about
another pillar of semantic Web, which aims at favoring data sharing and reuse.
In this context, we introduce a new alignment method for OWL-DL ontologies
using external resource. An intuitive way of connecting data on Web is the use
of the owl:sameAs primitive, which is used to express links of identity.
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1.1

State, purpose, general statement

The proposed method, Ldoa (Linked Data for Ontology Alignment), presents
an originality by the fact that it exploits besides the classic techniques (the terminological and structural measures of similarity) an external resource by using
Linked Data. These data bring complementary information on the ontological
entities to be aligned. This complementary information can increase in a considerable way the interpretation and consequently semantics. The method Ldoa
implements an alignment strategy which aims at exploiting all the wealth of the
used ontologies. Indeed, it operates on three successive levels: terminological,
topological and semantic.
1.2

Specific techniques used

The introduced Ldoa method, as shown in ﬁgure 1, consists of two modules: a
pretreatment module and an alignment module. The pretreatment module allows
the transformation of the considered ontologies into two graphs. The alignment
module exploits the obtained graphs with the aim of establishing correspondences between the various constituents of both ontologies to be aligned.

Fig. 1. Sketch of architecture for Ldoa method

Pretreatment module In the stage of pretreatment, both considered ontologies in entry are transformed into a structure of graph. For the Ldoa method,
parsing is realized through the Raptor API1 . Indeed, all the informative wealth
1
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of every ontology is described by a corresponding graph, i.e., classes, relations
and instances. Nodes of each graph are classes and instances, whereas arcs represent links between the ontological entities. Each entity of an ontology is expressed
with the RDF formalism : < subject, predicate, Object > [5] and described thanks
to OWL-DL constructors.
Alignment module The alignment module contains three complementary constituents. The terminological similarity computation Tsc allows the calculation
of a compound terminological similarity between the descriptors of the ontological entities to be aligned. The topological similarity computation Tpsc exploits
the internal structure of the ontologies by considering their hierarchies. The
semantic similarity computation Ssc uses Linked Data to look for a certain
complementarity between the entities.
– Terminological Similarity Computation (Tsc)
Terminological constituent of the Ldoa method rests on the exploitation of
three similarity measures based on strings treatment. These measures are
applied to three descriptors of each entity to be aligned. Each ontological
entity is described by three diﬀerent descriptors : names, labels and comments. The used similarity measures are adapted to the various descriptors
[6]. Levenshtein measure 2 [7] is used to calculate the similarity between
the names of the ontological entities. Jaro-Winkler measure 3 4 [8]computes similarity between labels. SoftJaccard measure [9] is dedicated for
the computation of the similarity between comments.
– Topological Similarity Computation (Tpsc)
The Topological Similarity Computation Tpsc recovers from all the techniques of alignment based on the study of the relational structures in the
morphology of an ontology. It is about the relations that an ontological entity
can maintain with its neighbors within. The hierarchy of the ontology [10].
Indeed, the Ldoa method exploits the taxonomic structure of ontological
classes to estimate their degree of similarity. This technique emphasizes on
the relational primitive OWL-DL SubClassOf , which endows an ontology
of a hierarchical shape comparable to a graph.
In Ldoa method, Wu-Palmer [11] similarity is used. It is a measure of
similarity between the concepts of ontologies. Resnik [12] deﬁnes the similarity between two concepts by the quantity of information which they share.
This shared information is equal to the informative contents of the smallest
generalizing, i.e., the most speciﬁc concept which subsumes both concepts
in the ontology. Indeed, in a domain of concepts, the similarity is deﬁned
with regard to the distance which separates two concepts in the hierarchy
and also by their position with regard to the root.
2
3
4

Levenshtein(s, t) = max(0, (min(|s|,|t|−δ(s,t))
)
min(|s|,|t|)
J (s,t))
J-W(s, t) = σJ (s, t) + P × (1−σ10
J(s, t) = 31 ( |c(s,t)|
+ |c(s,t)|
+ |c(s,t)|−|tr(s,t)|
)
|s|
|t|
|c(s,t)|
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– Semantic Similarity Computation (Ssc)
The (Ssc) uses DBpedia5 as an external resource. This resource brings more
semantics at the level of the terms to be aligned. Indeed, for each visited
node of an ontology graph, a consultation of several data sets is launched.
This consultation is performed for the various descriptors of the ontological
entities to be aligned by exploiting OWL primitives, namely: sameAs and
seeAlso. This task allows to collect for the three various nodes descriptors
three sets of semantic equivalents (EN for names, EL for labels and EC for
comments). Whenever the descriptors belong to equivalent semantic sets,
the value of the semantic similarity is equal 1. Otherwise, the value of this
similarity is set
to 0. The semantic similarity measure is computed as follow:

0 if {O2 .name ∪ O2 .comment
Ssc(E1 , E2 ) =
∪ O2 .label} ∈
/ {EN ∪ EC ∪ EE }


1 otherwise.
The process of alignment ends with the computation of the correspondences
by aggregating the various stemming values of the three similarity constituents:
terminological, topological and semantic. The aggregation is realized through a
fair weighty combinaison in the various modules. The value of the correspondence, VC , is computed as follows: VC (E1 , E2 ) = ΠTsc × Tsc(E1 , E2) + ΠTpsc ×
Tpsc(E1 , E2 ) + ΠSsc × Ssc(E1 , E2 ), with the normalized sum of various weights
which is equal to 1 (ΠTsc + ΠTpsc + ΠSsc = 1). Indeed, the sum various levelheadednesses equal to 1 allows to obtain a value of correspondence which is equal
to 1. This facilitates then the process of comparison of the obtained results with
the other methods in the experimental study.
1.3

Adaptation made for the evaluation

The Ldoa method deals with the three test suites used in the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative, i.e, Benchmark, Conference, and Anatomy. For this
reason, our method was wrapped in a certain folder structure to be evaluated
locally after being integrated in the SEALS platform. The package contains
all the libs ﬁles required by the method and a zipped .jar ﬁle that acts as a
bridge between the signature of the Ldoa method and the signature expected
by the SEALS platform. All the package content is described in an XML ﬁle,
namely descriptor.xml. The evaluation process can be launched through the
command-line interface by indicating the name of the test track.
1.4

Links to the system, parameters file and the set of provided
alignments

The release of the Ldoa method and the parameter ﬁle used for OAEI 2011 are
located at http://sourceforge.net/projects/the-ldoa-method/. The alignments RDF ﬁles of the OAEI 2011 provided by the Ldoa method are located
at http://sourceforge.net/projects/ldoaresults2011/.
5
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Results

In this section, we describe the results of the Ldoa method against the three
test tracks (Benchmark, Anatomy, Conference) correspondingly to the SEALS
platform evaluation modalities for OAEI 2011.
2.1

Benchmark

The metrics of Precision and Recall, recapitulated in Table 1, are grouped by
family of tests. The values corresponding to the family 10x show that the Ldoa
method supplies good values. For the family 20x, values shows a degradation.
Those low values are explained by the fact that ontological entities of this family
of tests are marked by the absence of concepts names and comments. Also, in
two test cases those names are either translated nor replaced by their synonyms.
Indeed, the Ldoa method, based on terminological measures, syntactical and
semantic treatments, shows a degradation. For the two family tests 22x and 23x
Ldoa provides good values of recall but low values of precision. This is due
to the important number of similar pairs of entities detected by the method
that exceeds the number of pairs provided by the reference alignment. In addition, for test cases 24x, 25x and 26x we marked low values for both metrics of
precision and recall. In those test cases, we note the absence of certain entities
descriptors, i.e., scrambled labels, no comments, no instance, no property as well
as a ﬂattened hierarchy. This decreases the eﬃciency of the terminological and
topological measures. For the real test cases, i.e., 30x, results obtained by the
Ldoa method supplies average values because our method can deals only with
equivalence alignment relations, contrary to the alignment result which contains
some inclusion (<) alignment relations.
Tests
10x
20x
22x
23x
24x
25x
26x
30x

Precision
0.71
0.44
0.64
0.57
0.40
0.34
0.17
0.47

Recall
1.00
0.50
1.00
1.00
0.57
0.46
0.42
0.69

Table 1. Precision and Recall metrics from OAEI 2011 for Benchmark dataset
2.2

Conference

This dataset consists of several, relatively expressive ontologies that describe the
domain of organizing conferences from diﬀerent perspectives. Table 2 recapitulates the Precision and the Recall. The goal of this track is to ﬁnd all correct
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correspondences within a collection of ontologies describing the domain of organizing conferences (the domain being well understandable for every researcher).
Additionally, ”interesting correspondences” are also welcome. Results were evaluated automatically against reference alignments and by data-mining and logical
reasoning techniques.
Test
cmt-confOf
cmt-conference
cmt-edas
cmt-ekaw
cmt-iasted
cmt-sigkdd
confOf-edas
confOf-ekaw
confOf-iasted
confOf-sigkdd
conference-confOf
conference-edas
conference-ekaw
conference-iasted
conference-sigkdd
edas-ekaw
edas-iasted
edas-sigkdd
ekaw-iasted
ekaw-sigkdd
iasted-sigkdd

Precision
0.07
0.04
0.08
0.04
0.03
0.11
0.11
0.12
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.06
0.14
0.03
0.08
0.08
0.05
0.08
0.04
0.07
0.10

Recall
0.43
0.31
0.69
0.45
1.00
0.83
0.57
0.50
0.44
0.57
0.46
0.52
0.68
0.35
0.53
0.52
0.52
0.60
0.60
0.63
0.86

Table 2. Precision and Recall metrics from OAEI 2011 for Conference dataset
2.3

Anatomy

The anatomy real world case is to match the Adult Mouse Anatomy and the
NCI Thesaurus describing the human anatomy. Mouse has 2,744 classes, while
Human has 3,304 classes. Matching these ontologies is also challenging in terms
of eﬃciency because these ontologies are relatively large. Our method shows
problems when handling those two ontologies and can’t supply correspondences.

3

General comments

In the following some general statements about the OAEI procedure, modalities,
and results obtained are given.
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Comments on the results

For this year, the reference alignments of the three SEALS tracks are only concerned with classes and properties. There is no coverage of instances, also called
individuals. This can explain the low values we obtained, especially for the Precision metric. We are looking for the possibility of adding individuals for the
reference alignments.
3.2

Discussions on the way to improve the proposed system

Besides, the determination of the adequate weights for the various constituents
is our current priority. Thus, we work on the automatic detection of hierarchical
trends in the considered ontologies, e.g., a standard treatment of the ﬂattened
hierarchies strongly degraded the value of the measure of topological similarity.
Besides, the idea to concretize the semantic aspect in the alignment process will
bring us to conceive a purely semantic approach. This approach will have to asset
the coverage of semantics of all the ontological entities as well as for relations
which they maintain. In the scalability register, the Ldoa method would be able
to handle ontologies of real world having bigger sizes. So, using the WordNet
API [13] or dictionaries can be considered as a necessary step, to improve the
values of the terminological similarity measures, in particular in the multilingual
alignment task, (e.g., tests of the family 2xx).
3.3

Comments on the OAEI 2011 procedure

The SEALS evaluation campaign is very beneﬁcial since it allows all alignment
systems to use a standardized interface which could possibly be used by everyone. The evaluation procedure was full automatized through the use of the
Matcherbridge class.

4

Conclusions

The Ldoa method was brieﬂy described. The results obtained for the OAEI 2011
tracks, cooresponding to the SEALS platform evaluation modalities. Several observations regarding these results were highlighted, in particular the impact of
the elimination of any ontological resource on the similarity values. Also the eﬀect
of having a single conﬁguration throughout all OAEI tracks were discussed. Future development for Ldoa method will be targeted towards more interactivity
and intelligence in dealing with weights assigned for every similarity value when
some ontological resource are lost, i.e., terminologies, structures or semantics.
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